The Board of Control directed the Commissioner to ask the principals of Section 6 to submit names for a replacement on the Board for Tom Mills who will become a member of the K.H.S.A.A. administrative staff on July 1.

James T. Dotson moved, seconded by W. P. Wheeler, that the policy of hanging framed pictures of past Board presidents in the Board room be continued, and that a framed picture of the retiring Commissioner be included in this group. The motion was carried unanimously.

William C. Doan moved, seconded Roy L. Winchester, that the 1972-73 salaries of J. B. Mansfield, Billy V. Wise, and Louis Stout be set respectively at $20,000.00, $15,225.00, and $13,250.00. The motion was carried unanimously.

The Commissioner proposed several changes in tournament and meet regulations, some of which have been made necessary because of the federal court order. The changes were as follows:

1. Substitute the following for Baseball Rule VI: "Umpires for the tournaments shall be assigned by the Commission. Only registered officials shall be used."

2. From Basketball Rule IV-A, delete the following from the third sentence: "secure officials upon nomination of the principals of the schools that will be represented in the tournament."

3. From Basketball Rule IV-B, delete the following from the second sentence: "secure officials upon nomination of the school representatives."

4. Delete the first and fourth paragraphs from Basketball Rule V-A and substitute the following: "Officials for the tournaments shall be assigned by the Commission."

5. Substitute the following for the second sentence of Football Rule II-A: "Each region may be divided into districts."

6. Change the title of Track Rule XIII to read "Trophies and Awards," and substitute "awards" for "medals" in the first paragraph. Substitute "awards" for "medals" in the second paragraph.

7. Substitute "finalists" for "semi-finalists" in Wrestling Rule VI.

J. C. Cantrell moved, seconded Frank B. Simpson, that the tournament and meet regulations changes recommended by the Commissioner be made. The motion was carried unanimously.

Arthur R. Hawkins moved, seconded by Roy L. Winchester, that all bills of the Association for the period beginning April 1, 1972, and ending May 31, 1972, be allowed. The motion was carried unanimously.

After a prayer by J. C. Cantrell, the meeting was adjourned.
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